The Organization of Human Resource Development (OHRD) is a non-profit, non-governmental, non-partisan and non-political organization. The overall goal of establishment and operation of this organization is to contribute in Afghan community development through assisting rehabilitation of socio-economical infrastructures and sustainable development of cultural, social and economical situation of the community.

OHRD has been registered as an autonomous organization with registration number (1229) with NGOs Department of Ministry of Economy of Islamic Republic of Afghanistan.

The OHRD started its activities in 1995 as the Capacity Building Department of CHA. Its creation was based on believes
that

Knowledge is power and quality only can be guaranteed by learning and understanding.

The Capacity Building Department since its establishment has conducted different trainings and capacity development programs for

staff of CHA, National and International NGOs as well as Civil Servants and has played a considerable role for developing training materials and resources.

Follow OHRD